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Smart eye
Describe what they do, short background, etc. A brief conclusion
regarding estimated price SEK XX to SEK YY.
A market leader with great regulatory tailwind

Fair Value Range

For over 20 years, Smart Eye has been developing eye
tracking technology that understands, supports and
predicts human intentions and actions. Their technology
is used in the next generation of cars, commercial
vehicles while providing new insights within the research
subject. Smart eye has an operation divided into four
business areas: Automotive Solutions, Research
Instruments, Applied AI Systems and Media Analytics
following their recent acquisition of Affectiva. These
solutions are used by over 700 partners and customers
worldwide, including customers such as US Air Force,
NASA, BMW, Lockheed Martin, Audi, Boeing, Volvo,
GM and Harvard University.
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Smart eye has within Automotive Solution taken a
position as a market leader for Driving Monitoring
Systems (DMS). This market is expected to grow rapidly
in the coming years, with an 80 per cent CAGR between
2022-2026. The demand for DMS is driven by several
regulatory initiatives from both EU and the US, which
means that this will be mandatory in all newly produced
cars from 2026.
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Based on our discounted cash flow analysis we see a fair
value of this share around 285 SEK in a base scenario,
with a potential upside of 36% compared to the current
market price.

Financials (MSEK)
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We argue that the stock is trading below fair price and
Share Price
Reflects
Expectations
with
highlyHigh
predictable
ramp-up in sales, this is an
We believe
that
the
share...
attractive investment for a patient investor. We believe
this tremendous market growth will drive the stock price
as the stock market will soon realise the strong position
Smart eye has in the DMS market.
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Investment Thesis
There are 1.3 million fatalities worldwide in traffic accidents each year. According to Euro
NCAP, more than ninety per cent of all road accidents are caused by “human error”. As a
consequence, decision-makers worldwide have taken note of active safety systems, like
Driving Monitoring System. With decisions from both EU and Euro NCAP, Driving
Monitoring Systems will be mandatory in EU for all new cars 2026, with a gradual
implementation starting with self-driving vehicles in 2022.
The tailwind for Driving Monitoring Systems also extends to the US market. In November,
a bipartisan infrastructure bill was passed by the House of Representatives. This bill
includes the Safe Act which will give National Highway Traffic Safety Administration a
mandate to initiate a rulemaking process to make DMS a new safety standard in the US.
This is expected to be a requirement from 2026-2027.
These regulations will drive significant growth over the coming years with an CAGR of
80% reaching 42 million vehicles in 2026. This significant increase in demand for DMS is
a well-known fact for the stock market, despite that, we believe that the stock market
underestimates Smart eye´s strong position on the DMS market. Up until now, they have
been highly successful in procurements, collecting 89 design wins with an estimated value
of 2,2 billion SEK over its lifetime. This resembles approximately 53% of all DMS
announced until now. Going forward, Smart eye has communicated that they expect
additional procurements worth 10 billion SEK to be announced during the coming 18
months. This is in line with what Seeing Machines CEO communicated in their latest Q3
report, with projections equivalent to $900 million.
Furthermore, Smart eye has a high probability of being awarded additional design wins
on existing platforms. This means that design wins on new platforms increase the
probabilities of receiving additional design wins on existing platforms. This can be
explained by the convenience of using a solution that already works, and partly because
there is scalability when using the same solution in several car models. Smart Eye has now
been awarded 89 design wins on 11 different platforms and has estimated the potential
value if they receive additional design wins on existing platforms to be 4 billion SEK in
total life-time value.
We believe that the stock market will soon realise the strong position Smart eye has in the
DMS market. In their last Q3 report, CEO Martin Krantz communicated they expect the
majority of all 89 design wins to be in production before the end of 2023. We expect this
with a gradual ramp-up of these design wins, meaning several of these design wins will
move into production during 2022. Even if the exact ramp-up in sales is difficult to
estimate, we are confident this will drive significant sales growth over the coming years
starting in 2022.
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Strategy and Operations Analysis
Smart eye has been a pioneer in developing eye tracking solutions for over 20 years.
They have become the leading vendor of eye tracking technology. The Research
Instruments unit has great strategic importance for Smart eye and provide early insights
into the development of eye tracking technologies and different types of solutions that
will be requested on the market in a few years.
These insights are then used within the Automotive Solution unit, to develop the next
generation of eye tracking technology for the automotive industry. Smart eye has been
able to meet the market's precise demands and can therefore be at the forefront.
Within Automotive Solution, Smart eye has developed a successful strategy that is
divided into two phases. The first one is already accomplished: establish Smart Eye as the
market leader in the premium segment, where the initial development of Driver
Monitoring Systems was taking place. The second and current phase is to use the
premium market as a bridgehead to establish corresponding leadership in the mid-class
market segment. Given its success up until now, we assume a similar strategy when
Interior Sensing moves to the next phase, Cabin Monitoring.
We argue that the management has shown several times their ability to execute on
these early insights. Even if self-driving cars are not expected to be a reality before 2030,
the market for Driving Monitoring Systems is starting to shift its focus. Smart eye has
communicated that they have already started receiving inquiries from car suppliers
regarding the next phase of Interior Sensing (IS), which includes driver monitoring
system as well as Cabin Monitoring, i.e., monitoring everything else in the car including
co-passengers. This means including more sensors in their offers and after acquiring
Affectiva and iMotions, we believe Smart eye is ready to maintain a dominant position
within the Automotive industry.

Smart Eye volume and Market Share within DMS
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Management & Ownership
Martin Krantz, CEO and founder, contributes over 20 years of
experience in the automotive innovation industry since
starting the company in 1999.
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Holdings: 879,300 shares and 17,500 options.

Anders Lyrheden, CFO, has long and solid experience from
global listed companies, and has been CFO at Swegon,
Hexpol and Molnlycke Health Care.
Holdings: 38,000 shares
companies, 19,100 options

private

and

14,000
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Martin Rydberg, CTO, with a MSc, Computer
Engineering at Chalmers University of Technology and
has been employed at Smart eye since 2000.
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Holdings: 41,529 shares and 5,000 options
Detlef Wilke, VP of Automotive Solutions, was
appointed 2021, with long experience within Interior
sensing, with previous appointments at Aptiv & Delphi
as Lead Solution Architect and Technischer Manager.
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Holdings: 2,200 shares

Ownership Structure
Owner

Shares %

Votes %

10

10

Swedbank Robur Fonder

8

8

Första AP-fonden

7

7

Handelsbanken Fonder

7

7

Mats Krantz inklusive nästående

6

6

Niclas Eriksson med närstående

5

5

Avanza Pension

5

5

Martin Krantz

5

5

Anders Jö̈felt

5

5

Linda Jöfelt

4

4
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62
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Sellers Of Affectiva
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Valuation
Our DCF Model is based on the assumption that Automotive Solutions will have a
volume growth of 51% CAGR, reaching 24,8 million units in 2028. We believe this is
equivalent to approximately 40% market share, which is in line with Smart eyes
targeted market share. We assume a decreasing Average Selling price by 5 SEK
annually with limited pricing power during this period. However, we expect a positive
effect on ASP when Interior Sensing reach the market, since it is expected to have the
double ASP of the DMS. In addition, we anticipate an annual growth rate within
Research Instrument to be 12%. The EBIT is expected to reach positive digits 2023 and
the EBIT-margin is set to reach 50% in long-term.
With these premises, our DCF model implies a fair value per share of 285, compared
with the last closing price of 208, which gives us a 36.9% upside. This outcome is
based on assumptions of a 9.3% discount rate, 2.0% perpetual growth rate and a 7.0x
EBITDA exit multiple.
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Case Summary
Pole position within a market with regulatory tailwind
With EU and the US mandating Driving Monitoring Systems, this market is expected to
witness significant growth over the coming years. Smart eye has taken a pole position
in this niche with a market share of approximately 53 per cent.
Impatient stock market
This significant increase in demand for DMS is a well-known fact for the stock market,
despite that, we believe the stock market underestimates Smart eye´s strong position
on the DMS market. The majority of all 89 design wins is expected to be in production
before the end of 2023, and even if the exact ramp-up in sales is difficult to estimate,
we are confident this will drive significant sales growth over the coming years starting
in 2022.
Short-term fuel for the share price
With 10 billion SEK to be announced within the next 18 months, we assume Smart eye
has a high probability to announce additional design wins, which should drive the stock
price in the short term.
Great position for the next phase of Interior Sensing
Even if self-driving cars are not expected to be a reality before 2030, the market for
Driving Monitoring Systems is starting to shift its focus. Smart eye has communicated
that they have already started receiving inquiries from car suppliers regarding the next
phase of Interior Sensing (IS), which includes both driver monitoring system and Cabin
Monitoring. With Smart eyes acquisition of Affectiva and iMotions, we believe Smart
eye is well-positioned to maintain a dominant position within the Automotive industry.
To summarize, we believe that the fair value of this share should be around 285 SEK in
a base scenario based on our discounted cash flow analysis, suggesting a potential
upside of 36% from the current market price.
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Disclaimer
Equity reports are made by Equity Analysts at the Asset Management Group of
Föreningen Ekonomerna and are published for informational purposes only and are
therefore not intended to be advisory. The provided financial data is based on reliable
sources, however we can not predict the future and therefore the reports carry
uncertainty. The information provided should be read with caution and all investments
should be done with consideration by the investor.
Therefore, any report produced by the Asset Management Group should not be
considered investment advice and Föreningen Ekonomerna does not take any liability of
the outcome of investment decisions based on this material.
Asset Management Group,
A part of the Finance Society of Föreningen Ekonomerna
Föreningen Ekonomerna, the Business
finance@foreningenekonomerna.se

Association
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